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CATALYST ADVANCED REPORTING
Monitor Your Workload, Mine and Analyze Data, View Historic Information

WOULD YOU LIKE TO?

SCORECARDS
Scorecards are specialized one-page reports that summarize daily

•

Easily monitor your workload

and weekly progress on key measurements.

•

Evaluate employee and task performance

These reports provide statistical details for a given day and

•

Drill down into detailed information on gauges

•

Access system screens directly from links within gauges

compares to the previous period.

•

Modify system-provided reports

Scorecards consist of a metrics section containing underlying

•

Incorporate custom reports directly into the Catalyst report
menu

compare the statistical details of the current week to the previous
week. The metrics provided indicate how the performance

summary data values, as well as graphs to serve as visual indicators
of progress. In addition, the metrics section incorporates colorcoded arrows to indicate whether the weekly trend is increasing
or decreasing compared to the previous week and whether the

Catalyst Advanced Reporting is a powerful toolset that allows you
to more efficiently manage your workload and helps you visually
detect trends and problem areas. Delve into the details using
interactive charts and directly access underlying screens to change
relevant settings.

REPORTS

Reporting is an essential part of any efficient warehouse
operation. Catalyst Advanced Reporting allows you to examine
your data, evaluate historic data, and print necessary shipping
documentation.
Catalyst provides a multitude of reports across the product suite.
The Catalyst WMS alone includes more than fifty standard reports
that can be used as-is or modified to meet your specific business
needs. WMS reports include inbound, outbound, and intrawarehouse planning and execution reports, shipping documents
such as packing lists and bills of lading, and transaction history
reporting. Transaction history data plays a key part in the
warehouse by allowing you to identify trends, resolve problems,
and monitor employee activities.
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change is a favorable or an undesirable occurance.
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GAUGES AND DASHBOARDS

CONTACT INFORMATION

Catalyst gauges provide a graphical, real-time snapshot of activity

For more information about the Catalyst product suite or to

in your warehouse. They allow you to monitor the amount of

schedule a demo, contact your Aptean Account Executive or one

work remaining, view order and work progression, spot problem

of the following people in the Catalyst Milwaukee office:

areas, as well as evaluate employee and work type performance.

•

Personalize the information you see by creating custom
dashboards, in which you define the gauges and parameters to be
included. Change gauge parameters directly on the dashboard to

Steve.Adams@aptean.com
•

and input parameters can be easily modified to use terminology
specific to your business operation. Gauges can be configured to

Jessica Hodorowski, Senior Consultant
Jessica.Hodorowski@aptean.com

further customize your view of the data.
Dashboards are easy to create using drag-and-drop functionality

Steve Adams, Director, Operations - Catalyst

•

Brad Steger, Vice President, Aptean Integrated Operations,
SCM/Vertical Solutions Group
Bradley.Steger@aptean.com

automatically refresh according to a specified time interval.
Construct a dashboard for individual use or share it with others in
your operation.

More than 9,000 customers around the world rely on us to give them a competitive edge. By providing innovative,
industry-driven enterprise application software, Aptean helps businesses to satisfy their customers, operate most efficiently,
and stay at the forefront of their industry.
For more information, visit: www.aptean.com
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